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Tips & Tricks: Sanitary Cleaning

The term sanitary cleaning is used for the cleaning of different rooms such as toilets, bathrooms, changing 
rooms, showers and wash rooms. The furniture and equipment inside these rooms is as varied as the rooms 
themselves. Toilet bowls, urinals, partition walls, tiles, taps and other fittings, wash basins, benches, lockers, 
cupboards and accessories in a wide range of materials present new challenges day by day.

In addition to largely acid-resistant materials such as stoneware tiles, ceramic, granite etc., there are also a 
large number of materials involved which are sensitive to acid, such as marble, terrazzo, grouting materials 
and coloured plastic parts. Suitable cleaning agents and methods for the sanitary area must take the 
different materials into account, as well as the type and degree of soiling and the water hardness.
The neutral sanitary fragrant cleaner Bucal G 468 or the alkaline sanitary cleaner Buz® Alkasan
G 469 are suitable for materials sensitive to acid for example. Suitable cleaning agents 
and methods for the sanitary area must take the different materials into account,
as well as the type and degree of soiling and the water hardness. The neutral
sanitary fragrant cleaner Bucal G 468 or the alkaline sanitary cleaner Buz®

Alkasan G 469 are suitable for materials sensitive to acid for example. 
Buz® Alkasan stands out as a cleaning agent for routine, intensive 
and basic cleaning of sanitary areas thanks to its high grease, 
oil and soap solvent action.

Sanitary routine cleaning agents on the basis
of amido sulphonic acids can be used for
hard water and acid-resistant materials.
Tried-and-trusted products with different 
fragrances are Bucasan® Trendy T 464
and Bucasan® Pino T 465. The water –
repellent of these cleaning agents results 
in a streak-free shine without additional drying being 
necessary.

The products Planta® San P 312 routine cleaner and 
Planta® San Intense P 319 intensive cleaner are excellent-
ly suitable for the ecological cleaning of sanitary areas. Both
products bear the EU Ecolabel and the Austrian environment 
label and fulfil maximum requirements in terms of cleaning effect
and environmental protection.

Even the toughest of stains and scale marks are removed by

the viscous sanitary basic cleaning agents Bucalex® G 460

and Wc Cleaner G 465 and the liquid cleaner Buz® Contracalc.

Our Service team will be glad to help with advice on the right

products to use in other special cases.
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